
Quality Exterior Products with Easy-Care Convenience
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AA LEGACY OF EXCELLENCE AND INNOVATION
The first step in the creation, renovation and preservation of your home involves choosing the right products. In Odyssey  
Plus, you’ve opened the door to the Alside vinyl siding collection – a premier union of heritage and innovation merged with  
high-performance materials and future-forward engineering. Our 75 years of industry excellence stands strong as our legacy  
of leadership and trust, where customer happiness always comes first. 

A SUSTAINABLE CHOICE
The home that protects you can also help protect the environment. As a durable, sustainable product with a long service life,  
Alside vinyl siding reduces the depletion of wood and other natural resources used in home construction. And because it never  
needs to be painted, it helps prevent paint, stain and other maintenance-related products from harming the earth.

ODYSSEY PLUS® . . . PERFECT FOR EVERY PROJECT  
                 Odyssey Plus is the perfect siding for homeowners who want outstanding performance, a beautiful appearance  

       and low-maintenance convenience. This attractive easy-care exterior can also enhance the value of your home. 
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ADVANCED SECURELOCK STAGGERED 
NAIL HEM SECURES YOUR VINYL  
SIDING EFFORTLESSLY

SecureLock advanced lock design 
from Alside provides unparalleled 
performance. Double staggered nail 
slots and a fully rolled over nailing  
hem ensure exceptional wall gripping 
strength. In fact, in laboratory tests 
conducted according to ASTM 
guidelines, Odyssey Plus withstood 
extreme-force winds. This strong 

locking system also means your siding will lay flat and 
look beautiful year after year.

Whether you are replacing your existing siding or 
building a new home, choose a brand that provides both 
advanced performance and lasting beauty . . . choose 
Odyssey Plus.

Double staggered nail slots 
hit a stud every time.

Extra strong rolled over  
nail hem.

Locking panels resist  
high winds.



PREMIUM APPEARANCE
Choose from two of America’s most popular siding styles – traditional clapboard or 
beveled-edge dutch lap. Both styles are available in 4" and 5" widths. A natural grain 
pattern, realistic shadow lines and a low-gloss, look-of-paint finish recreate the distinctive 
details of genuine wood siding. For maximum design flexibility, choose from up to 24 
popular colors including 11 designer hues.

OUTSTANDING PERFORMANCE
Heavy-duty panel thickness (.044" nominal) and an advanced lock design deliver  
increased rigidity so walls stay straight and smooth. The strengthened lock provides  
superior holding power, keeping panels tight on walls, even in extreme winds.

CAREFREE UPKEEP
Odyssey Plus is made with durable, weather-resistant vinyl, so there’s never any painting 
or staining. Just a simple rinse with a garden hose will remove most airborne dust and dirt 
and restore the like-new beauty.

Odyssey Plus is loaded with premium features that are not found in many competing 
sidings. Make the comparison yourself . . . you’ll find Odyssey Plus is one of the best 
investments you can make in your home.

A VARIETY OF PROFILE DESIGNS
Odyssey Plus offers a wide variety of options when designing your home’s exterior. With  
four profiles to choose from and a full selection of decorative trim and accessories, you 
can create a custom design that’s a clear reflection of your personal taste. 

QUICK SPECS:

DID YOU KNOW for nearly two decades vinyl siding has been a leading 
choice for exterior cladding on new single-family homes. This broad appeal stems  
not only from its beauty, durability, and easy upkeep, but also from the fact that vinyl 
siding can add value to homes. 

Subtle woodgrain texture  
.044" panel thickness
Rolled over nailing hem
1/2" panel projection (D4 profiles); 5/8" panel projection (D5 profiles)
Available in Double 4" clapboard, Double 4" dutch lap, Double  
5" clapboard, and Double 5" dutch lap
24 contemporary colors



Vintage
Wicker

Tuscan
Clay

Maple Monterey
Sand

COLOR AND DESIGN INSPIRATION
Odyssey Plus’ full array of profiles and colors makes it easy to give your home a style all its own. Whether you prefer a subtle monochromatic 
color scheme in classic hues or rich architectural colors with contrasting accents, Odyssey Plus has everything you need to achieve your 
ideal finished look.

THE ART OF THE MIX
There’s no need to settle for siding and trim that almost match. Alside’s ColorConnect® 
Color Matching System offers smart solutions for every design approach. ColorConnect 
standards have been painstakingly applied to select Alside products to ensure you are  
making tasteful color choices with enduring aesthetic value and the custom look you desire.

Whether it’s a rich color that draws your eye to an interesting architectural detail, or 
neutral hues applied to a historic home, the Alside ColorConnect Color Matching System 
helps you successfully match the color of your siding with other Alside exterior products 
and accessories. 

DARKER COLORS STAY TRUE!
Our darker Odyssey Plus colors stay luxurious and true, thanks to ChromaTrue technology. This advanced copolymer 
compound provides Odyssey Plus with long-term color stability and better performance on darker colors. 

STANDARD COLOR COLLECTION

Glacier
White

Fired 
Brick

Juniper
Ridge

Storm Ageless 
Slate

Platinum
Gray

Mountain 
Fern

Antique
Parchment

Canyon 
Drift

Adobe
Cream

Sterling 
Gray

Charcoal
Smoke

Cape Cod
Gray

Deep
Moss

Natural
Linen

Flagship 
Brown

Mystic
Blue

Harbor
Blue

Coastal
Sage

Midnight
Blue

ARCHITECTURAL COLOR COLLECTION*

*Color restrictions by market may apply.
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Pertains to Odyssey Plus Vinyl Siding
Consult the VSI website at www.vinylsiding.org 

for a current list of certified products and colors.

EXTERIOR TRIM, ACCESSORIES AND ACCENTS
Rooflines, corners, windows and door frames – some elements deserve special treatment. 
Enhancing these areas can give your home a custom finished look while letting your 
individual style shine through. Our Trimworks® collection of decorative trim and accents, 
along with shakes, scallops and other ornamental panels, makes it easy to achieve a 
flawless finish. All options are fully color-coordinated with Odyssey Plus Siding. 

PEACE OF MIND
Odyssey Plus Vinyl Siding and Alside accessories are backed by lifetime  
limited warranties.** For complete warranty information, including  
limitations, please see a printed copy of the warranty.

HOME VISUALIZER
See the finished look before the work begins! 
Our Alside siding visualizer lets you create 
multiple exterior designs with just the click of 
a mouse. Simply select a house style – or submit 
a photo of your own 
home – and choose siding 
profiles, accents, soffit 
and trim, along with color 
options for doors, roofing,  
shutters and more. Visit  
www.alside.com/color-design  
to get started today. 
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The ALSIDE EXTERIOR DESIGN SYSTEM
Coordinated Easy-Care Products
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